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[Figure 102] Main Lodge















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CASE STUDIES ON ECOLODGES
 The term, ecolodge, defines a specific type of accommodation that considers 
environmental impact levels, each building’s connection to the environment and guest 
education of neighboring areas and local communities. The way each example in the 
study defines these aspects depends greatly on the site based on contextual elements. 
Environmental impact can range from integrating the facility into the natural biological 
components to building material choices or holistic active and passive systems. The term 
ecolodge sets expectations for the continuation of local community integration through 
education, employment opportunities or financial gain. Researching precedent studies 
of ecolodges is a tool to develop a better understanding of visitor and local community’s 
expectations in the design project. 
   The principles for ecolodge standards are to preserve and conserve nature, 
the local community must benefit from the ecolodge’s presence through community 
outreach or education programs and tourists also need to be educated about the 
surrounding natural and cultural environment.90 Meeting these three principles are 
very important to keep everyone involved in the tourist experience aware of the 
important environmental conditions. This way the natural environment will continue 
to be respected and avoid exploiting its resources and beauty. The intent is to keep the 
environment pure so that visitors can enjoy it for many generations.
 The level of authenticity for each ecolodge is based heavily on the environment 
it resides. Whether the accommodations range from as few as two rooms to seventy-
five rooms the standard of environmental and social responsibility is important.91 Every 
location has different resources and attributes that contribute to the overall success of 
the ecolodge. Every project cannot be held to the same checklist but should evaluate 
how effective the impact of the design is in the specific culture, environment and 
climate. Using natural resources, indigenous technologies, biological conservation, 
90   Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 11. 
91  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 9.
Chapter Eight
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sustainable building materials, and reuse of building purposes and materials are just a 
few attributes explored in reaching an appropriate standard. Each ecolodge will have to 
investigate its surroundings to find the best possible solutions for design, construction 
and daily operation.92 
 The precedent studies were sought out through various web articles and Hitesh 
Mehta’s book entitled Authentic Ecolodges. Six case studies around the world were 
selected for their notable qualities and further investigated through their personal web 
page or through articles written about their project. Each location show in figure 30 
offers specific attributes that can influence future considerations on the design project 
in Cumbres de Majalca. Understanding each case study’s strengths  and weaknesses will 
help influence aspects that can be enhanced project. 
92  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 11. 




[Figure 31] Site Plan of Chumbe Island Ecolodge
1. Arrival Jetty





























Tropical Climate Temperatures 50o- 80oF Rains Heavy during March-
May and light November 
and December
Arrival:
Boat from Zanzibar Island
Program:
7 Bungalows- double bed, 
living room, full bathroom
Visitors Center with Dining 
Facilities
Snorkeling Shop
Staff Housing Lighthouse Mosque
Managers House Back of House
Amenities & Activities:
Reef Sanctuary popular for 
snorkeling and scuba diving
Low Tide Trails expose reef 
and sandbar that can be 
explored on foot during low 
tide
Forest Reserve accounts for 
90% of island with exotic 
birds and animals 
Historic Monuments from 
Colonial Period
Sustainable Qualities:
Fully solar powered Rainwater Harvesting Compost Toilet
Grey water filtration system
 Chumbe Island Ecolodge unique physical and cultural context are the reasons 
it was selected as one of examples. Each building is made from an intricate wood 
structure that is distinctively shaped to optimize natural ventilation and covered in thick 
palm frond thatching, shown in figure 33. Each is equipped with operable devices can 
be opened and closed to regulate desired airflow through the interior spaces as well. 
The large pitched roof and materials promote a completely passive ventilation system 
influenced by the indigenous building techniques illustrated in figure 32. These materials 
are readily found on site and can be easily replaced as needed however because of 
conservation efforts some materials were brought by boat from Zanzibar.93 This allowed 
for minimal strain on the natural resources and ecosystems that are very important for 
scientists to study.
93  ”Chumbe Island Coral Park / East Africa / Tanzania / Zanzibar.” Chumbe Island Coral Park. http://
 www.chumbeisland.com/ (accessed July 3, 2011).
[Chart 3] Chumbe Island Ecolodge Parameters
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 The placement and size of the bungalows, demonstrated in figure 31, also strive 
to make a light footprint on the land to make the least impact as possible. Conservation 
policies were collectively derived by the local people, researchers, and owner who is a 
German conservationist to keep the environment pristine. Therefore guests are limited 
to fourteen at a time to ensure environmental quality and participate in an educational 
program to better understand the reef sanctuary.  A series of classes are also sponsored 
for local school visits and teaching workshops to gain environmental awareness through 
the community and employment opportunities for former fishermen and locals to 
work at the ecolodge.94 These policies protect the current environment and seek future 
protection of other remarkable locations. 
 In order to integrate the bungalows with modern convinces such as electric and 
plumbing. Electrical light is generated through a solar panel on the roof that provides 
artificial light after the sun sets. The design also harvests rain water from the roof form 
and filters it into a cistern that is pumped by hand through a solar water heater for 
showers and sinks use95. The use of modern technology allows for a more comfortable 
94  ”Chumbe Island Coral Park / East Africa / Tanzania / Zanzibar.” Chumbe Island Coral Park. http://
 www.chumbeisland.com/ (accessed July 3, 2011).
95  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 53-55.
[Figure 32] Active and passive systems for rainwater   
 collection and reuse
[Figure 33] Operable ventilation 
80
stay without damage to the environment. 
 Chumbe Ecolodge successfully fulfills many key components that define an 
ecolodge and goes above and beyond the call of environmental responsibility to 
minimize its impact. It has become an example for the local community to follow 
in future ventures. Utilizing lessons of environmental education, conservation of 
ecosystems, indigenous building materials and techniques like in figure 34-36, and 
incorporating modern technology to preserve and enhance the guest experience.
[Figure 35] Roof Structure
[Figure 34] Main Lodge Building









6. Library and Spa
7. Siwa Crafts Shop
8. Stables
9. Organic Garden
10. Covered Car Parking 















[Figure 37] Site Plan of Damaraland Camp
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Climate:
Dry Temperatures 55o- 73oF Perennial Drought
Arrival:
4 x 4 vehicle access only
Program:
10 cabins Main Lodge with Dining 
Facilities
Fireplace
Bar Small Store Night Dining Boma
Staff Housing Staff Dining Maintenance Workshop
Back of House
Amenities & Activities:
Cultural Tours to Local 
Villages
Rock Engravings at 
Twyfelfontein
Track Endangered Black 
Rhinoceros




uses “ecosandbag” walls, 
reeds & canvas
Solar Power Lighting Solar Power Water Heaters
Dual Flush Toilets Energy Saving Appliances Black water treated in 
bio-organic trickle plant
 Damaraland Camp is a great example of creating a destination for adventure 
tourists to experience an environment remote from urbanization. It is a notable 
ecolodge for its accomplishments, in chart 4, in biodiversity conservation. Located in the 
dry Haub River Valley is the home to desert adapted elephants, black rhino and various 
other plains animals like mountain zebra, giraffe and springbok96. The wildlife safaris, led 
on 4x4 vehicles, are led from the camp take guests to see plants and animals that thrive 
in the dry desert. The tours offer a chance to educate guests on the unique ecology 
in the African desert plains and share cultural insight to the region. Local guides have 
the best understanding for animal migration patterns and knowledge of various plant 
species to give guests the best opportunity to experience authentic desert biodiversity. 
96  ”Damaraland Camp, Torra Conservancy, Huab River Valley, Damaraland, Kunene, Namibia - 
 Luxury Lodge & Safaris.” Wilderness Safaris  Luxury African safaris, accommodation & camps 
 promoting ecotourism and conservation. http://www.wilderness-safaris.com/namibia_kunene/
 damaraland_camp/introduction/ (accessed July 24, 2011). 
[Chart 4] Damaraland Camp Ecolodge Parameters
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Another popular destination near the ecolodge is the rock engravings at Twyfelfontein.
 The ecolodge resides on an 870,000 acre conservancy, offering accommodations 
photographed in figure 38 for twenty-two guests and a main lodge space that offers 
communal area for dining and information97. It works in partnership between Wilderness 
Safaris and the local community to preserve the natural environment. Architecturally 
the camp demonstrates typical desert accommodations in a sophisticated way. Recently 
renovated in 2009, each unit is raised on wooden decking and covered by an extending 
thatched roof. The walls are made partially from adobe style material and canvas tent 
material98. The interior is all naturally ventilated by the building form and permeable 
materials. The main lodge building is an open floor plan that allows air to travel 
seamlessly through dinning and community living spaces off of the pool area. 
 Damaraland Camp is an extraordinary destination to amerce guests into a unique 
97  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 139-141.
98  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 139-141. 
[Figure 38] Damaraland Guest Accommodations
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environment. Its accommodations are made to be comfortable for western travelers 
while continuing to reflect distinctive cultural aspects of the local community. These 
tented structures have evolved into permanent buildings that will continue to support 
the local community and help to preserve the natural environment. Guided tours 
through the 870,000 acre conservancy are beneficial to both guests and guide to see 
places only locals would know how to navigate to and educate visitors on the natural 
ecosystems that support this environment. Visitors who wished to venture out on their 
own would not be able to find and identify particular plants or animals.












9. Back of House
10. Achein South Village
















[Figure 40] Site Plan for Kasbah Du Toubkal
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 Kasbah Du Toubkal is located on top of a hill above the small village of Achein 
and strives to submerge the guests into the Berber hospitality99. Its link to the 
surrounding mountains and cultural experience make it a destination to consider. 
Kasbah Du Toubkal prides itself on being a hospitality center and not a traditional hotel. 
Visitors are welcomed to the lodge as guests to a home. Strong Berber traditions carry 
the way staff interacts with guests and the few salon style rooms that are a cultural way 
of lodging. The salons are similar to a western hostile style, where many people share 
one room and have the rest of the facility as a communal space. The guests in the salons 
have a male and female bathroom that can have a maximum capacity of 10 guests. The 
remaining suites have private bathrooms with their room. 
99  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 239-240.
Climate:
Moderate Sub-Tropical Temperatures 55o- 95oF Winter Months rainy 
Arrival:
Located in a small village of 
Achein, cars are parked 20 
meters from entry
Luggage is brought up by 
mule
Takes six hours driving from 
main airport
Program:
11 in suite rooms and 3 
Beber Salons
Main Lodging Building Dining Facility for 100 
people
Conference Room for 60 
people
Hamman (Spa) Managers Family House
Back of House Garden
Amenities & Activities:
Base Climbing Mount 
Toubkal
Horseback Riding Mule trekking
Steam Baths Skiing
Sustainable Qualities:
No power tools used in 
construction or renovation
Environmentally friendly 
materials brought in by 
mules
Spring water gravity fed
Biodegradable soaps and 
shampoos
Recycled waste sent 60 km 
[Chart 5] Kasbah Du Toubkal Ecolodge Parameters
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 This ecolodge can be a base point where further exploration is launched or a 
destination for cultural immersion. Located at the base of Mount Toubkal, adventurous 
tourists may stay a night or two at Kasbah Du Toubkal before setting off for a week 
excursion up the trails to the top of the mountain. Those who seek the Ecolodge as 
its destination will be happy to find trails nearby that explore the mountain base and 
valleys. Those who stay a few days will have the opportunity to see how the community 
interacts and grow an appreciation for the Berber lifestyle. 
 The compound once belonged to a federal chief who used it only as a summer 
accommodation. When it was bought, renovation began to convert the spaces into an 
ecolodge. All repairs were made without the use of power tools, due to no electricity, 
and all materials were trekked in by mules100. Most materials used in the renovation 
were found in the surrounding environment however other materials needed were 
100  ”Kasbah du Toubkal | Morocco’s Premier Mountain Retreat.” Kasbah du Toubkal. http://www.
 kasbahdutoubkal.com/home.html (accessed July 13, 2011). 
[Figure 41] Exterior Spaces at Kasbah Du Toubkal
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brought from the larger urban settlements. Architecturally the Ecolodge is designed in 
traditional Moroccan style with beautiful archways and exposed oleander beams next 
to the beautifully tooled adobe walls. The buildings that make up the lodge are slightly 
terraced to follow the changing contours of the hill top. The integration of courtyards 
within the complex reveals typical Moroccan style which helps to sustain the complex’s 
needs.
 Foreign guests have the opportunity to submerge themselves into a unique 
Berber culture. Providing daily interaction with the staff and surrounding community 
strengthens the visitors experience as a whole. Setting expectations for cultural 
interaction is a way to define the type of guests who wish to visit the ecolodge, tourists 
who do not have a desire to experience the Berber culture would not choose Kasbah Du 
Toubkal as their destination. Defining guest expectations is a careful way to prescribe to 
a particular type of guest and can be used in the future Doctorate Project.


























1. Welcome Center & Car Park
2. Entry Bamboo Bridge





8. Natural Swimming Pool
9. Garden
10. Nature Activity Center 
11. Back of House
12. Senior Staff Housing
A. Gangken River
B. Sumaoping River
C. Nankunshan Nature Reserve
[Figure 43] Site Plan for Crosswaters Ecolodge
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 Crosswaters Ecolodge is a centralized retreat for guests to experience harmony 
with nature. Its design reflects the Chinese cultural heritage and continual relationship 
between guests and the environment. Upon arrival visitors walk through a bamboo 
forest, to remind everyone to leave concerns at the door and to take in the surrounding 
environment. As the grounds are further explored planners carefully created moments 
in the landscape to reflect the views and beauty of the landscape. This is a common 
practice in Chinese gardens and is thoughtfully crafted into the experience to enhance its 
cultural ties.
 The amenities and activities that take place at the lodge are all available 
nearby and each is laid out to maximize the upmost relaxation and education of the 
environment and its cultural significance. Activities such as gardening, can teach guests 
Climate:
Subtropical- Warm and 
Humid
Temperatures 65o- 90oF Monsoons through the 
summer
Arrival:
Drive 80 miles from 
Guangzhou
Program:
53 Villas- single, double 
villas, river and bamboo 
villas as well as luxury 
suites, Presidential and 
Honeymoon
Main Lodge-Reception and 
dining
Conference center
Spa center Library Stargazing Tower
Senior Staff Housing Back of House Nature Activity Center
Garden and Orchard
Amenities & Activities:
Bird watching excursions Stargazing Treatments for body and 
mind
Natural Pools of water Trails exploring 2000 types 
of plants and animals
Sustainable Qualities:
Bamboo roofs, floors and 
bridges
Recycled tiles, railroad ties 
on boardwalk
Produce farmed on site and 
locally
[Chart 6] Crosswaters Ecolodge Parameters
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the types of plants that thrive along Mount Nankun. Other educational activities that 
reflect a connection to the environment is the butterfly garden and natural pools. All 
these activities are located on the lodge grounds and continually establish connections 
between the natural world and human interaction. Evoking an appreciation for the 
unique environment in which the lodge resides. 
 Architecturally Crosswaters Ecolodge is designed to reflect aspects Feng Shui. 
The villas are positioned to front the river and have their back to the mountains to 
continue the flow of energy through the landscape. The materials used in construction 
are selected to reflect local culture and minimize overall environmental impact. On site 
harvesting of bamboo is used throughout the lodge in structure, landscape and even 
interior furnishings. Its presence reflects the renewable nature of the material and its 
diverse uses. The villas are also inspired by traditional Hakka structures with extended 
[Figure 45] View to river from bridge
[Figure 44] Section of Crosswaters Ecolodge
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roofs and mud walls.101 Crosswaters Ecolodge differs from the other examples chosen 
because of it is centered on finding a balance between man and nature both through its 
architecture and through the human body and mind.
 As a case study analysis Crosswaters is an ideal example for using sustainable 
materials. It holds a record for largest use of bamboo in a commercial project and 
utilizes recycled products like tile and rock.102 The use of these materials is not only 
sustainable but it continues the continuity between man-made interventions and natural 
environment. Future design decisions will consider how materiality will play into the 
overall perception and experience. 
101  ”ASLA 2010 Professional Awards | Crosswaters Ecolodge.” American Society of Landscape 
 Architects (ASLA) | asla.org. http://www.asla.org/2010awards/370.html (accessed July 5, 2011). 
102  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 17-18. 

























6. Library and Spa
7. Siwa Crafts Shop
8. Stables
9. Organic Garden
10. Covered Car Parking 
11. Back of House
A. Siwa Lake
B. White Mountain
[Figure 47] Site Plan of Adrere Amella
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 Adrere Amellal is a successful example of ecotourism in western Egypt. Located 
in a natural oasis in Siwa allows for plentiful natural resources. However the real jewel is 
its centuries of isolation from large urban development. The inhabited community has 
created their own culture and customs that is much more traditional than large cities. 
The intent behind Adrere Amellal is to promote the local community and enhance the 
natural and cultural identity.103 
 Architecturally the lodge exemplifies ancient wisdom and creativity of Siwan 
master builders. They are built in all natural Casbah style which blends seamlessly into 
the landscape. The mud brick is made from a kershef, a mixture of rock salt and mud.104 
Each wall is built from this thick material to ensure high thermal qualities from the dry 
heat outside. Interior spaces feel cool like an interior of a cave and share a similar spatial 
103  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 103-105.
104 ”Adrere Amellal.” Adrere Amellal. http://adrereamellal.net/ (accessed July 31, 2011). 
Climate:
Dry Temperatures 68o- 110oF
Arrival:
From Cairo, an eight hour 
drive by any vehicle
Program:
40 rooms Main Lodge Building- dining 
and reception
Pool side Clubhouse
Library and Spa Siwa Crafts Shop Stables
Organic Garden
Amenities & Activities:
Sand Dunes of Great Sand 
Sea
Local Guides to visit fossil 
fields from ancient seafloor
Shops and Market in town 
Horseback Riding Indigenous construction 
techniques from salt rock 
and clay
Sustainable Qualities:
Diesel powered water 
pump
Thick mudwalls to insulate 
without Air Conditioning 
Food grown on site 
[Chart 7] Adrere Amellal Ecolodge Parameters
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qualities created by the small window openings. These openings are small to mitigate 
heat transference and are placed carefully to promote natural breezes through the 
interior space. 
 The activities promoted by staying at Adrere Amellal are visiting nearly 
environmental highlights like exploring fossils from the ancient sea floor or beautiful 
sand dunes. Guests who stay at Adrere Amellal are appreciative of the cultural heritage 
and are interested in an authentic experience free from electricity and modern 
communication technology. Staying here is an opportunity to free ones self from daily 
commodities and emerge into a much simpler lifestyle.  
  The conscience decisions made in building and opening Adrere Amella clearly 
define the users they prefer to have as guests to their accommodation. Individuals who 
wish to amerce themselves into another culture with adventurous activities would 
[Figure 48] Accommodations at Adrere Amellal
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choose to visit here. This and many other decisions are important aspects to consider 
when designing an ecolodge. The level of modern conveniences is an easy way to 
minimize a particular market of visitors. First the developer needs to keep the local 
community in mind. Considerations are made to minimally change the existing village as 
a preservation of its cultural beauty. The region in this case is known for their traditional 
customs and crafts. The more visitors who come will affect the local community. It is 
important the visitors who are there are respectful of the culture and also encourage 
preservation of their traditional practices so they are not lost to modern commodities or 
over development.  
[Figure 49] Contextual View of Adrere Amellal
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THE LODGE AT CHAA CREEK
CAYO DISTRICT, BELIZE
1. Guest Arrival Parking
2. Guest Reception






9. Conference and Wedding Center
10. Function Lawn 















[Figure 50] Site Plan for the Lodge at Chaa Creek 
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 The intent behind the Lodge at Chaa Creek came from the owners who 
purchased the land and felt called to create a place that responded to the natural 
environment and culture in Belize. They strive to integrate each building into the 
landscape to best coexist with nature and traditional building practices. It is important 
to the owners to have the local people involved in the ecolodge’s evolution and 
commitment to learning from their traditional knowledge. 
 The guest experience at Chaa Creek provides a comfortable place to stay while 
encouraging an adventure tourism experience. Typically guests stay here for near 
by adventurous activities such as exploring cave systems, tropical trails, and Mayan 
Climate:
Tropical climate Temperatures 63o- 88oF High Humidity 
Arrival:
Short drive from San 
Ignacio Town- 2 hours from 
Belize International Airport
Program:
23 Cottage Rooms- various 
sizes; treetop, orchard, spa 
and casitas 







Destination Spa Stables Wood Shop
Back of House
Amenities & Activities:
Bird watching Butterfly Farm Horseback Riding
Canoeing Hiking Mountain Biking
Swimming Pool Off site Archeology tours Cave Expeditions
Sustainable Qualities:
Fresh produce grown on 
site
10 Summer Tents without 
electricity
Reduce Reuse Recycle 
Program
Basic Eco-friendly products
[Chart 8] Chaa Creek Ecolodge Parameters
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archeological sites that are all apart of the 365 
acre private reserve.105  During the day guests 
usually spend their days exploring the vast 
reserve and returning as the sunsets to relax 
at the beautiful ecolodge. Architecturally the 
cottages blend into the jungle landscape with 
pitched thatched roofs and many are raised on 
wooded stilts to promote natural ventilation.106 
Spatially they continue to respond to the 
environment with indoor/outdoor connections 
and use of local materials. The owners also strive 
to connect guests to the existing culture and to 
its historic roots by having on site farming and a 
cultural center to educate visitors on traditional 
practices and promote community involvement 
with the local community. Chaa Creek is a firm 
believer in leaning from local culture to sustain 
environmental balance. 
 Clearly defining the intent of the 
ecolodge helps to better understand the type 
of visitors who would choose to stay here. 
Generally, guests would probably be active 
persons who have a desire to understand the 
local culture in Belize and are willing to dedicate 
time through education or community service. 
105 “Chaa Creek Wildly Civilized.” Lodge at Chaa 
 Creek. http://www.chaacreek.com/ (accessed July 
 3, 2011).
106  ”Chaa Creek Wildly Civilized.” Lodge at Chaa  
 Creek. http://www.chaacreek.com/ (accessed 
 July 3, 2011).
[Figure 51] Facilities at Chaa Creek
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The success of the ecolodge depends on a holistic blend of the physical structures, the 
tourist impact on local community and environment and creating a healthy state of 
being for everyone and everything involved107. A careful balance between these aspects 
will sustain a future that reflects similar qualities of beauty and preserved traditional 
knowledge. 
 The Lodge at Chaa Creek is an example of a holistic approach when defining an 
ecolodge. The intention began with community, guests and environment all in mind. This 
process allowed the local community to participate in the organic growth of the lodge 
itself. Through analyzing the site, it appears as if additions have gradually been made 
to expand and continually get better for the surrounding environment and respond in a 
cultural way. This natural growth demonstrates a much different style than many of the 
other examples appear to have been completely planned before they were built.
107  Mehta, Hitesh. Authentic Ecolodges. New York: HarperCollinsPublishers, 2010, 91-93.
[Figure 52] Exterior View of Guest Unit
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Conclusion
 Through the exploration of the six case studies on ecolodges it is apparent that 
each is truly unique to the environment it resides. However they all are built on a similar 
respect for the environment and local community. Their intentions are to preserve both 
aspects to create a market that appreciates diverse cultures and environments that will 
be protected for years to come. Each example studied went more in depth on aspects 
that pertained to their culture or geographic location. 
 Chumbe Island is an exceptional example of using renewable resources 
power modern conveniences like electricity and rain water filtration. It has made 
clear conservation policies to protect the natural reefs and ecosystems on the island. 
Their over arching theme is only having a particular amount of human impact on the 
island that can be sustained by the environment itself. Living and building within the 
[Chart 9] Ecolodge Comparison
Precedent 
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environment’s capability is extremely important for future reliability on resources. 
Constantly checking the balance between human impact and the environment will 
create a place that is respectful and appreciative of the sites natural wonders. 
 Damaraland Camp is a niche for adventure tourism to explore the desert plains 
and discover its ecological systems such as plant life, river systems and animal migration. 
Guided tours in places like this give guests an experience that they would not be able to 
find if they explored on their own. The knowledge of the region that each guide posses 
is what makes each trip a success in finding animals and pointing out species that may 
go unnoticed by tourist. This is also an opportunity to teach guests the way to treat this 
environment for a lasting landscape. 
 Kasbah Du Toubkal demonstrates complete cultural emersion into the Berber 
lifestyle, surrounded by architecture and environment that supports its cultural base. 
Through their webpage it is clearly stated that their operation is more as a guest in a 
home rather than a hotel. So guests would experience the customs and practices of the 
host family. The opportunities to not only visit a rich environment but to experience a 
place as a local person would is a beautiful idea that can be carried into further design 
decisions. 
 Crosswaters Ecolodge shows strengths in using sustainable materials but more 
significantly their cultural beliefs are carried out from entry throughout the entire 
compound. It’s complete design is to continue the flow of energy from the environment. 
Doing this allows an upmost state of relaxation and mental rejuvenation. Finding a 
cultural identity that pairs well with hospitality and tourism creates a marketable place 
to stay. Marrying the two together in tern teaches guests about the people and place 
they are there to visit. 
  Adrere Amella also takes pride in its cultural heritage. However, their ecolodge 
is located in a small community which changes the ratio of influence between local and 
visitor. To balance the type of people how would visit, they made clear decisions on not 
utilizing electricity. Therefore the architecture is natural ventilated and at night they 
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are guided by candles or lamps. This experience is much different than if it were to be 
electrically powered. It is valuable to make decisions such as this to help define the type 
of visitors and to create an experience that is authentic to the local community. 
 Chaa Creek is an organic formation of buildings that continue to change based 
on knowledge acquired from local persons and strive to become sustainable. It lends 
itself as an example to continue learn and grow even after initial construction. The local 
community has been invited to contribute, work and teach at the ecolodge. This helps 
the owners and community form a place they can both be proud of and share customs 
and environment that surrounds the lodge. 
 All of the ecolodges have a lesson that can be extracted and utilized in future 
ecolodge endeavors. First, decisions need to be made on how the ecolodge will 
impact the community and environment. Then choices are made to enrich the culture 
surrounding the site. Continuing to achieve balance and continuity among the local 
community and visiting prospects. In turn all construction and material decisions will 
strive to respect the environment.  Daily operation will continue to educate guests and 
allow them to experience the local practices. These operations can bend and mold to 
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Main	House 140	m2 6	people 6	people
Maids	House 75	m2 4	people 4	people
Casita 37	m2 2	people 2	people
252	m2 12	people
Proposed:
Bunk	House 78	m2 8	people 8	people
Family 52	m2 4	people 4	people
































































108 	 Stuhr,	Joanne,	and	Eduardo	Carrera.	Talking birds, plumed serpents and painted women: the  
 ceramics of Casas Grandes = Pajaros hablando, serpientes emplumadas y mujeres pintadas: la   
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Opportunities and Constraints 
 Based on the study from the site analysis and research documentation there are 
features that reveal particular design solutions for the project. Interpreting information 
about site orientation, topography, landscape features, figure ground, sun path diagram, 
views and property access and circulation diagrams help indicate future actions. Design 
starts by eliminating all preexisting ideas and looking at just the information derived 
from the diagrams.
 Figure 79, indicates the opportunities and constraints that guide the design. It’s 
goal is to extract ideas from the research and depict the best or most likely solutions for 
the design problem. According to the information from the site orientation in figure 70, 
the connection to the park is important indicating the access point should be located 
on the north side of the property. Eliminating the existing solid wall along this boundary 
will open up the connection to the park and greet arriving guests with two landscape 
features that predominantly stand out in the topography, in figure 71. The primary 
landscape feature indicates the most valuable view on the site. Framing views of this 
feature instills the importance of the unique environment and why this destination 
is worth visiting. The secondary feature holds more potential for architectural 
interventions that integrate the natural rock features into interior spaces. 
 Together these features create a distinction in the site’s landscape by defining the 
point of access as lower flat land. The ridge connecting the two features divides the site 
between high and low points, represented by a curved dashed line. This change in levels 
creates secondary views from the higher view point over the lower area. On the south 
side of the site there is another change in topography that represents an experience 
like an amphitheater. The curving landscape is similar to a bowl by creating secondary 
inward views. These elements create three distinct areas of possible development; 








[Figure 79] Opportunities and Constraints 
Site Organization
 The reorganization of the existing park spaces and additional amenities added 
to the park strengthen the community interaction and forge a connection with the site 
located at the west end of the park. In response to this public front, near the northeast 
corner of the property, graphic studies, in figure 80, were conducted to gage the  general 
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zoning of the site. The study continuously kept the most public functions on the north 
end of the site and then varied levels of privacy for the guest rooms. The further south 
and away from the park the conditions become more private. 
 The northeast quadrant of the site is a primarily flat apple orchard with two 
distinctive rock formations jutting up out of the terrain. Each scheme plays with framing 
views and considerations for the initial approach.  The scheme number three, in figure 
80, backs the main lodge space into the most predominant landscape feature. This 
creates a carefully nuzzled building into the rock formation as the landscape builds 
itself up behind it.  The second scheme attempts to turn the main lodge space around 
to appreciate the landscape feature from the views inside the space. The zoning in 
this scheme keeps all operation functions along the tertiary road to create an ease in 
accessibility and create a layer of semi private spaces to transition from the public park 
space.
 The scheme number one attempts to combine the ideas brought about from 
the other two schemes on how the space is experienced based on the approach and 
desired views from the interior. Shifting the main lodge space closer to the other smaller 
landscape feature, creates a similar spatial build up while creating the potential for 
interior views toward the larger rock formation across the orchard. Keeping the view 
quarters open to the large rock feature continues to honor the feature as the ‘sacred’ 
space or  most important feature on site and should remain untouched any building 
interventions. 
 The location of the main lodge heavily effects the way the private spaces are 
positioned on the site by varied zones of privacy. The final scheme includes guest 
accommodations in the low flat area. This location provides easier accessibility to the 
main lodge facility and to the road. The bunk house and family unit can both utilize the 
ease of accessibility because guests who choose these will want to be more interactive 
during their stay.  Spaces on the periphery of the orchard, either low or on high land, 
face the interior toward the orchard. Landscape features and private units help frame 
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the orchard boundaries which becomes the guests communal area. The most private of 
spaces are the upper casitas on the south end of the property because they do not face 
or interact directly with the flat space at the front of the property. Being the furthest 
removed from community and guest interaction these units have a private oasis in their 
bowl like landscape. 
 Each of these private units are connected to the main lodge by pathways that are 
weave up hillsides, beside towering rocks and past views of the surrounding landscape. 
Each paths leads from the main lodge to the private units as a continuation of the 
journey. The final resting point from the journey is the guest’s unit. 
Cultural Influence
 The journey from the base of the mountain, 33 kilometers to the summit, can 
symbolize the journey by trade routes once used by Aztec and Pueblo civilizations. Casas 
Grandes in Chihuahua was along the trade route and represented a transition point 
between two important civilizations. People in Casas Grandes and greater Chichimeca 
civilization learned valuable skills like building, ceramics from the Pueblo civilization and 
ball courts and astrology from the Aztecs. Preserving the cultural heritage that currently 
and historically exists in Chihuahua, reinforces the continual theme of transition 
throughout the project.
 The ecolodge reflects particular elements inspired by the study of past 
[Figure 81] Site Pan Layout based on Pit House 
Form
[Figure 82] Pit House
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civilizations in the region. Some of the oldest archeological finds in Chihuahua were 
basic pit houses, these as well with the shape of the natural contours helped inspire 
the layout for the private units, demonstrated in figure 81. These circular pit houses, 
photographed in figure 82, ranged from 25 feet to 135 feet diameter. In larger pit 
structures there would be interior pits that would divide the space further often with 
interior post holds that dictates interior walls. Each pit includes an adobe hearth to keep 
the space warm and symbolizes the family’s spiritual core. The design follows particular 
arcs  forms similar to pit houses and the landscape to create a communal space framed 
by structures. Just as pit house’s circular form created a geometry for a strong roof the 
site design needed a structure that inspired a similar importance and strength.
 The rectilinear form of the buildings in Casas Grandes region is extremely 
indicative of the regions architecture. The largest city in the region, Paquime, is the 
best example of the civilization’s building forms. Many of the structures in Paquime 
been excavated to reveal archeological evidence about the culture’s sophisticated 
knowledge in geometry and astrology. The design uses a similar rectilinear form in the 
individual units to pay tribute to the region’s most influential city. The interior spaces are 
thoughtfully inspired by room hearths also discovered at Paquime. The individual guest 
units are designed with a central wood burning fireplace to represent the hearth. It 
serves functional purposes of heating the space as well as establishing a centralized area 
in the space. 








40 km via highway north of 
Chihuahua, 33 km via dirt 
road
4 x 4 Vehicle Preferred 
Program:
9 Suites, 3 Family Units and 
1 Bunk House
Main Lodge Building Dining Facility for 40 people
Outdoor Stargazing and 
Bonfire Area
Back of House Managers Family House
Amenities & Activities:
ATV Explorations Horseback Riding Rock Climbing
Nature Walks Community Park Adjacent
Sustainable Qualities:
Solar Electricity Solar Water Heater Gravity Fed Plumbing from  
Cistern
Grey Water Reuse No Air Conditioning Eco Sandbag Walls
Nearby Quarry of Stone & 
Wood 
Green Roof
[Chart 16] Cumbres de Majalca Comparison Parameters
DESIGN
Meeting Ecolodge Design Standards
 Quantifying the design project in terms of the comparative parameters 
used in Chapter 8: Case Studies on Ecolodges, chart 16 give a quick overhead of the 
services and defining aspects of the location. The qualities defined in the chart are a 
way of quantifying the unique aspect the ecolodge has to offer to visitors. Similar to 
the six selected ecolodges, Cumbres de Majalca Ecolodge offers adventure tourism 
activities. This particular ecolodge however has a unique qualities in the landscape 
that highly promotes rock climbing. The amenities on site strive to minimally impact 
the environment through biological components and reduce energy consumption. 
Sustainable qualities are defined to demonstrate the efforts made to keep the 
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1. Entrance
2. Dining Hall & Lounge
3. Bunk & Family House  
4. Lower Casitas
5. Nido de Aguilar (Eagle’s Nest)
6. Existing Casita
7. ATV & Mechanical Space
8. Retrofit House
9. Retrofit House

















environment stable for years to come. 
Site Plan
  The site plan is derived from Chapter 12: Site Analysis and Chapter 13: Design 
Guidelines. According to the series of diagrams conducted in these chapters the final 
design is accessed though the middle of the northern boundary of the site, nearest the 
community park improvement project. The main lodge is located against the secondary 
landscape feature with views facing the primary landscape feature. The family unit, bunk 
house and lower casitas are organized around a communal space at the center for star 
gazing and bonfires. Units are the lower flat area have more pedestrian traffic and the 
most simple accessibility compared to units along the ridge or upper region. Ridge units 
look out over the lower levels. The upper units follow the contours of the land to create 
the most private accommodations with inward looking views. 
Architecture 
 The main lodge facility is located against a rock feature near the road access. 
The space holds many important functions that serve all the guests in the ecolodge. The 
lobby space has waiting areas on the interior and exterior, oriented with views toward 
the large rock formation. The interior lounge area has large north facing windows  for 
maximum indirect day lighting and view to the road a river beyond. This space will 
predominately be used as a communal space for game playing, relaxation and meeting 
point for guide led activities such as ATV excursions and horseback riding. The front desk 
is utilized for information, scheduling, checking in/out and any other guest concerns. 
The dining room is nuzzled intimately with the rock face, revealing a natural element in a 
constructed space. 
 Private facilities also located in the main lodge facility that helps support guest 
functions are the kitchen and manager’s facilities. The kitchen can be accessed through 
the dining room or adjacent to the road. The road access is an employee only entrance 
used to restock groceries and supplies. The managers home is attached to supervise 
guest operations and keep an eye on those accessing the adjacent road for safety and 
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KEY
Focus Location on Site
Other Buildings on Site
Road Access 
[Figure 92] Main Lodge
1. Drop Off Point
2. Orientation Space 




7. Back of House
8. Manager’s Living Room















[Figure 93] Main Lodge & NIdo de Aguila above
arrivals.
 Private employee driven functions are located near the main lodge building on 
the opposite side of the road. This portion of property is already separated from the rest 
due to a road easement. This separation is important to keep private, more noisy and 
visibly undesirable functions further from guests and easy access to the road by ATV’s 
stored inside. 
 ATV storage and mechanical space is a vital space used by employees to ensure 
constant guest services. The largest area is dedicated to 40 ATV’s parking in a secure 
building. These vehicles need to be constantly serviced with gas, oil and mechanical 
[Figure 94] Main Lodge from Manage’s Entrance
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Focus Location on Site
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[Figure 95] ATV Storage
1. Access Point
2. Maintenance Space 








Focus Location on Site
Other Buildings on Site
Road Access 
[Figure 96] Bunk House
1. Entrance
2. Living room  















failures. Enough supplies should be accommodated for a four days at full capacity and all 
day use of ATV’s. Other spaces dedicated in this building are mechanical supplies to up 
keep solar panels, back up generator and all general maintenance and services. 
 This space is not used by guests, all ATV excursions are lead by guides out of the 
main lodge space. The design and materials used in this particular building are much 
more simple and inexpensive than all other buildings on site. The street adjacent facade 
is the only side that should use higher considerations in its appearance due to its visibly.  
 The bunk house and family unit are located at the front of the property near 
the entrance. These units are placed the flat area near to the road and main lodge to 
accommodate guests with a more active space. Guests in the bunk house are projected 
to be more economical guests with a highly active lifestyle. Easy access to the main 
lodge and road will promote their get up and go mentality.  Guests in the family unit 
will have to consider both children and the elderly. Little change in this location’s terrain 
makes this location a physically safer location and important proximity to the main lodge 
facilities. 
 The bunk house has two rooms with two bunk beds in each room and a shared 
sitting area with a fire place, accommodating eight people total. The family unit also has 
two rooms however they are fitted with queen size beds to accommodate four people. 
Both units have the living areas oriented toward the center of the arch to provide more 
privacy in the bedrooms. 
 The lower casitas are located near base of a  rock feature on the periphery 
of the flat space at the entry. Nuzzling these units up to the rocks create a desirable 
environment with easy access to the main lodge facilities. These units help define the 
spatial arc established in this low flat area, inspired from the circular pit houses.  
 The interior space is designed around a central hearth with the sitting area 
oriented toward the communal center and the bedroom located away from entry. 
Organizing these spaces in this way creates a square shape centralized around the 
hearth. Evidence found at Casas Grandes also demonstrate the importance of the hearth 
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[Figure 97] Lower Casitas
1. Entry
2. Living Room
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[Figure 98] Nido de Aquila
1. Entry
2. Living Room










in interior spaces. The hearth provides heat was well as a gathering space. 
 This particular unit is a unique casita that is nuzzled into a rock formation. 
However, unlike the lower casitas, the Nido de Aguilar unit is much higher along the 
ridge. The higher elevation provides a vantage point that looks over the flat area and out 
to the river beyond. The floor plan is similar to the upper casitas with a linear approach. 
However the entrance is relocated due to the massive rock behind the unit. Instead of 
entering from the beck, the entrance is on the side and views are oriented out between 
two large rocks. 
 This unit is made for two people and is organized around a hearth much like the 
other casistas. The northeast facade has large sliding window doors for natural light as 
well as a paved outdoor patio to forge the connection between inside and out. 
 These two buildings are existing structures on the site and are currently used 
as private houses. The larger building is the original home built in the 1920’s. There 
have been renovations over the years to the original building’s form and restoring basic 
functions like plumbing, roof and kitchen to accommodate for the evolution spaces and 
amenities.
 Changes are made to both of these units to remove the kitchen because guests 
are provided with a dinning facilities in the main lodge space. The main house will 
convert the kitchen into a proportional bathroom because the existing one is entirely too 
small. Only interior walls will have to change to accommodate the proposed renovations. 
 The smaller house which was once used as the maid’s house will also have the 
kitchen removed to create a full sized bedroom and shift interior walls to have the front 
entrance access the living space rather than the bedroom. This renovation will only call 
for the removal and relocation of two walls to transform the spaces function.
 The upper casitas are located furthest from the entrance at the south end of the 
site. These units are the most private accommodations on site because of their distance 
from the communal space as well as the inward looking landscape. Unlike the other 
units that are oriented toward the central communal space, these units face toward one 
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[Figure 99] Existing House
1. Entrance
2. Library
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[Figure 100] Upper Casitas 
1. Entrance
2. Living Room 















another at a central point. This organization was created based on the natural landscape. 
Following the natural contours that create a bowl like feature the units views are 
oriented toward the east. 
 The spaces are oriented linearly and the entrance is located on the uphill side of 
the unit where it connects to the path way. There is a porch that connects to the living 
space on the  downhill side of the unit and extends the visual connection to the outdoor 
spaces beyond.
[Figure 101] Main Lodge





 The material selection for new buildings constructed for the ecolodge are 
required to respond in a sustainable manner. The primary materials chosen for 
construction are rock, timber and eco-sandbag construction to make interior and 
exterior walls, roof and fixed furniture. The sources for all these building materials 
are important  consider because the amount of artificial energy consumed in the 
manufacturing and development. Designing with the least environmental impact and 
lasting durability of construction will reduce the over all impact. 
 Residents in Cumbres de Majalca have used local materials for decades to build 
their homes due to the poor road conditions from the city. Many selected materials from 
the direct region they reside which caused a depletion of trees in community areas. As 
an act of preservation, the national park created a rule that prevents owners to use trees 
from the park constraints and started a reforestation program. Materials now have to be 
purchased from private land that surrounds the national park.
 Rock, sand and timber used in the ecolodge construction can be bought outside 
the national park constraints where farmers are clearing land for agriculture or clearing 
for roads. These sources are much closer than the city of Chihuahua and are beneficial 
to those who own the land and reduce embodied energy it takes to harvest the 
materials and transport them to the ecolodge site. Using the bulk of materials from the 
surrounding area is not only an ecological responsibility but ascetically, new construction 
will reflect existing structures. 
 As a progressive step in utilizing all left over materials caused from breaking 
up large rocks, the smaller pieces will be used in the construction of eco-sandbag 
or earthbag walls.110 These walls will be covered in a plaster stucco finish instead of 
110  The Sustainability Institute, 2009. Sustainable Neighborhood Design Manual: A Non-Technical  
  Guide. Final Draft for Comment. Funded by the National Department of Housing and Cordaid. The 
  Sustainability Institute, 2009.
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[Figure 85] Material Swatches
exposing the raw material in other walls. Eco-sandbag building requires less skilled labor, 
faster construction and uses the remaining material from larger rock wall construction. 
Using this method of construction is a cost efficient, eco-friendly and has similar thermal 
qualities to adobe.111 
 All other materials to complete construction will need to be brought from the 
city of Chihuahua. Rustic refurbished doors, windows and furniture would enhance 
the ambiance and reinforce the mission to be environmentally friendly. Construction 
materials like stone and eco-sandbags make it easy to accommodate various sizes based 
on the availability of refurbished products. The flexibility in construction makes it easy to 
customize the design based on materials available at the time.
 Traditional materials used at sites like Casas Grandes was sun dried adobe 
brinks, which act as a trombe wall. The heat during the day is stored in the material 
and released during the night when temperatures are lower due to the environment. 
Due to structural instability and insect problems with adobe brick technologies, eco-
sandbag walls embody similar thermal qualities and higher structural stability. Annual 
temperatures and distribution between materials indicate constant internal temperature 
between 10-24oC. According to the BBC the ideal indoor temperature is 18oC in residents 
111 The Sustainability Institute, 2009. Sustainable Neighborhood Design Manual: A Non-Technical  
  Guide. Final Draft for Comment. Funded by the National Department of Housing and Cordaid. The 
  Sustainability Institute, 2009.
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Temperature Distribution:











[Chart 12] Ecolodge Temperature Distribution 
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home.112 This is the mean temperature in the unit according to material transfer from 
the Ecotect software. 
 When the internal conditions become either too warm or cold there are easy 
solutions to make the space more comfortable.  Each unit has a hearth that adds 
continual warmth to the internal gain when temperatures are below standard comfort 
levels or create more ventilation through a fan to reduce a warmer climate.
Sustainable Water Use
 The water supply for the ecolodge comes from a well on site, pumped to each 
building with a solar water pump. Each building requires its own water tank that supplies 
the accommodation with fresh water for showering and sink use. The water is then 
collected from these sources and is treated as grey water for reuse in the toilet and 
landscape purposes. To calculate the size of the fresh water tank and grey water reuse 
tank, daily consumption rates and fixture efficiency rates need to identified for the 
conditions in the unit.
 Each accommodation only requires bathroom affiliated water use due to the 
central lodge facility that provides all other functions that require fresh water. According 
112 Lane, Megan. “How warm is your home?.” BBC news magazine, March 3, 2011. http://www.bbc.
 co.uk/news/magazine-12606943 (accessed April 9, 2012).




30% Less Energy Efficient -7.38 gallons




Grey Water Use (daily per person)
Toilet 19.3 gallons
Landscape Remaining
[Chart 13] Fresh Water Consumption and Grey Water Reuse  
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to the American Water Works Association,  the average person uses 24.6 gallons of 
water a day in showers and faucets.113 The use of energy saving fixtures will consume 
30% less water, leaving only 17.22 gallons per day. Grey water reuse from showers and 
faucets will be used in toilets to reduce the overall fresh water consumption. 
 Based on daily water use and double occupancy suites, each unit would require a 
minimum of 17.22 gallons of water a day. The advisable size for a well water tank would 
be 32 gallons per unit to ensure two days water to allow time to refill all the tanks from
 the well source. The grey water tank would have to be at a similar 40 gallons to keep 
a supply for all toilet and landscape use. Not only does grey water reuse reduce the 
amount of fresh water use, but there are many other ecological benefits. Remaining 
grey water that is not used for toilet water and discarded in the septic system, is used for 
landscape. Using grey water will enrich top soil, groundwater recharge, increased plant 
growth, and replenish environments even in times of drought.114 
 The Water Worker 32-Gallon Pressurized Well Tank is constructed of steel 
113 American Water Works Association, Water Use Inside the Home 2010 Water Use Summary.
 United States Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water, Fact Sheet: 21 Water   
  Conservation Measures for Everybody.
114 The Sustainability Institute, 2009. Sustainable Neighborhood Design Manual: A Non-Technical  
  Guide. Final Draft for Comment. Funded by the National Department of Housing and Cordaid. The 
  Sustainability Institute, 2009.
32-Gallon Pressurized Well Tank
Length- .53 meters (20.7”)
Height- .9 meters (35.2”)
Width- .53 meters (20.7”)
Weight- 42.7 lb.
Brand Name- Water Worker
Model Number- HT32B
Part Number - HT32B
[Figure 86] Water Tank System for Units [Chart 14] Product Information
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for durability. The product holds 32 gallons of water however, because the tank is 
pressurized it is equivalent to 82 gallons in a regular tank. The naturally pressurized tanks 
are pre-charged to 38 psig and are capable of 100 psig working pressure. The enclosed 
unit has little to no maintenance and keeps the pressure for many years. 
 As a part of the holistic water system used in each unit, in figure 87, solar hot 
water is an important component in making the accommodations comfortable. The 
ecolodge is not attached to any mainline electrical grid, the solar hot water is an entirely 
passive system.  The system operates  through the natural transfer between hot and cold 
water and continues to work with normal water flow rates.115
115 The Sustainability Institute, 2009. Sustainable Neighborhood Design Manual: A Non-Technical  
  Guide. Final Draft for Comment. Funded by the National Department of Housing and Cordaid. The 
  Sustainability Institute, 2009.
1. Fresh Well Water
2. Well Water Tank 
3. Passive Solar Heating  
4. Fresh Water Use
5. Grey Water Filtration Tank











[Figure 87] Holistic Water System for Units
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[Figure 88] Ecotect Daylight Analysis
Solar Energy
 Ecolodge accommodations require  particular electrical requirements that make 
visitors more comfortable in the environment. Electrical requirements for the units 
make guests feel comfortable in a rural setting. Calculations for electrical use and sizing 
per unit are based on artificial lighting loads, possible use from plugs and a ceiling fan. 
Due to material selection, thermal qualities maintain a comfortable temperature inside 
and doesn’t require electrical assistance to make the space more comfortable. Simple 
thermal control measures can be made with a ceiling fan and opening windows or the 
hearth fire place that helps warn the rooms are cold. To maintain particular standards 
for guests. 
 Proper daylight analysis also helps reduce the amount of artificial light needed 
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Average Electricity Usage (per hour)
Object Watts per Hour Hours a Day Total Watts
Ceiling Fan 80 Watts 10 800 Watts
Computer Laptop 45 Watts 10 450 Watts
Bulb 25 Watts 10 250 Watts
Water Pump 746 Watts 1 746 Watts
Hair Appliances 1,000 Watts .5 500 Watts
Total 2,746 Watts
Calculation
2,624 Watts /6 hours = 458 Watts/hour
458 Watts/hour x 1.3 = 595 Watts/hour
[Chart 15] Energy Consumption 
during the day in interior spaces. Altering the size and placement of the windows will 
change the amount of light entering the space based on the angle of the sun. Creating 
a space without too much or too little light will maintain thermal qualities and reduce 
artificial lighting loads. Studies using Ecotect, as seen in figure 88, can gage the proper 
lighting levels. After many different configurations for the window heights, orientation 
and sizes the design has found an example of proper lighting levels.
[Figure 89] Prototypical 200 Watt Solar Panel Dimensions 
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 Minimizing electrical consumption through thermal control and natural day 
lighting will reduce the electrical demand on the solar the solar panels. Each unit’s 
electrical demand accounts for a ceiling fan, laptop, light bulbs, back up water pump, 
and hair appliances. Chart 15 explains the daily consumption of energy is 2,746 Watts 
of energy per unit a day. Based on an average of 6 hours of light a day in Chihuahua, the 
solar panels would need to generate 458 Watts during those hours. As a cushion, the 
electrical load it is recommended to multiply the potential demand by 1.3 to ensure that 
all the energy is not consumed during the night. The recommended solar catchment per 
unit is to gather approximately 595 Watts per hour. It takes three 200 Watt solar panels 
to power each unit. Figure 89 is a prototypical guide for the dimensions for each of the 
three panels.  
Green Roof
 As an active response to Chapter 2: Sustainability, the design project addresses 












architecture and its effect on ecological interdependencies. On the macro level, material 
choices embody the largest amount of impact. The use of local materials reduces the 
amount of transportation and level of processing. Incorporating traditional ecological 
knowledge these materials can create interior spaces that are comfortable year round. 
On a micro level, natural habitats of birds, insects, and even bacteria are displaced 
when  a building is constructed. In attempt to replace the ecological balance in the 
environment, green roofs are implemented in the design project. Green roofs help keep 
the natural environment stable with out displacing plants or animals natural patterns. 
Essentially the additional labor and cost of adding layers to properly waterproof and 
drain is minimal. Restoring the environment after the construction of the building will 
help the natural patterns of pollination and other biological components stay regular in 
the environment.
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failures. Enough supplies should be accommodated for a four days at full capacity and all 
day use of ATV’s. Other spaces dedicated in this building are mechanical supplies to up 
keep solar panels, back up generator and all general maintenance and services. 
 This space is not used by guests, all ATV excursions are lead by guides out of the 
main lodge space. The design and materials used in this particular building are much 
more simple and inexpensive than all other buildings on site. The street adjacent facade 
is the only side that should use higher considerations in its appearance due to its visibly.  
 The bunk house and family unit are located at the front of the property near 
the entrance. These units are placed the flat area near to the road and main lodge to 
accommodate guests with a more active space. Guests in the bunk house are projected 
to be more economical guests with a highly active lifestyle. Easy access to the main 
lodge and road will promote their get up and go mentality.  Guests in the family unit 
will have to consider both children and the elderly. Little change in this location’s terrain 
makes this location a physically safer location and important proximity to the main lodge 
facilities. 
 The bunk house has two rooms with two bunk beds in each room and a shared 
sitting area with a fire place, accommodating eight people total. The family unit also has 
two rooms however they are fitted with queen size beds to accommodate four people. 
Both units have the living areas oriented toward the center of the arch to provide more 
privacy in the bedrooms. 
 The lower casitas are located near base of a  rock feature on the periphery 
of the flat space at the entry. Nuzzling these units up to the rocks create a desirable 
environment with easy access to the main lodge facilities. These units help define the 
spatial arc established in this low flat area, inspired from the circular pit houses.  
 The interior space is designed around a central hearth with the sitting area 
oriented toward the communal center and the bedroom located away from entry. 
Organizing these spaces in this way creates a square shape centralized around the 
hearth. Evidence found at Casas Grandes also demonstrate the importance of the hearth 
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[Figure 97] Lower Casitas
1. Entry
2. Living Room
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Road Access 
[Figure 98] Nido de Aquila
1. Entry
2. Living Room










in interior spaces. The hearth provides heat was well as a gathering space. 
 This particular unit is a unique casita that is nuzzled into a rock formation. 
However, unlike the lower casitas, the Nido de Aguilar unit is much higher along the 
ridge. The higher elevation provides a vantage point that looks over the flat area and out 
to the river beyond. The floor plan is similar to the upper casitas with a linear approach. 
However the entrance is relocated due to the massive rock behind the unit. Instead of 
entering from the beck, the entrance is on the side and views are oriented out between 
two large rocks. 
 This unit is made for two people and is organized around a hearth much like the 
other casistas. The northeast facade has large sliding window doors for natural light as 
well as a paved outdoor patio to forge the connection between inside and out. 
 These two buildings are existing structures on the site and are currently used 
as private houses. The larger building is the original home built in the 1920’s. There 
have been renovations over the years to the original building’s form and restoring basic 
functions like plumbing, roof and kitchen to accommodate for the evolution spaces and 
amenities.
 Changes are made to both of these units to remove the kitchen because guests 
are provided with a dinning facilities in the main lodge space. The main house will 
convert the kitchen into a proportional bathroom because the existing one is entirely too 
small. Only interior walls will have to change to accommodate the proposed renovations. 
 The smaller house which was once used as the maid’s house will also have the 
kitchen removed to create a full sized bedroom and shift interior walls to have the front 
entrance access the living space rather than the bedroom. This renovation will only call 
for the removal and relocation of two walls to transform the spaces function.
 The upper casitas are located furthest from the entrance at the south end of the 
site. These units are the most private accommodations on site because of their distance 
from the communal space as well as the inward looking landscape. Unlike the other 
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